
Our company is looking for a customer category manager. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for customer category manager

Lead the Category Management team and the development and
implementation of the Category Strategy in the UKI
Lead Category presentations on line reviews for key customers
Support in the development of the Overall Category and POB vision,
ensuring that it is relevant for various Customers
Build a broad contact matrix with our customers which will assist in the
delivery of the Category initiatives, MDLZ POB vision and Perfect Store key
metrics
Lead base business and “multi-category” snacking with key customers
Develop insight-driven Impulse Solutions to increase participation of
Shoppers in priority occasions / categories to deliver Category Growth
Lead the creation of an industry leading Category Vision and identify key
value drivers using consumer, shopper and market insights
Own and drive the benefits of a category mindset internally, through informal
and formal training interventions
Lead the creation of channel and format strategies to unlock category growth
in new retail environments including e-commerce
Ensure effective alignment between category, brand and commercial teams
to enable plans to be successfully executed into the market

Qualifications for customer category manager

Example of Customer Category Manager Job
Description
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Build trust, credibility and thought leadership with our customers and
develop a broad and deep network of relationships within the trade to unlock
growth
Contribute to the development and implementation of the POB Vision (space,
range, location, distribution) for small stores managing MDLZ AC aspirations
Work with the convenience team to deliver clear insights to educate the sales
teams
Be the Voice of the Customer Internally to drive Thought Leadership from the
external market back into the business to influence & shape an agenda fit for
the convenience channel
Litmus / Nielsen database or similar large retailer EPOS data
Experience of delivering results through others


